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We often think of Languages as belonging to countries: if we visit France we hear people speaking 

French, when in China we hear Chinese. But the word Language can refer to any coherent system 

of communication. When we are in a mathematics class we are using the language of mathematics 

to communicate our answers. For example, when we write 6 ÷ 2 we know we are supposed to 

take the number on the left hand side of the ÷ and divide by the number on the right hand side to 

give 3. By using brackets we communicate something further: consider 6 ÷ (1 + 2); now we know 

to first add 1 and 2 before dividing into 6, giving 2. The rigid set of rules that defines mathematics 

is consistent and allows mathematicians all over the world to communicate mathematical ideas 

no matter which country they live in. Similarly, a musician's score allows musicians of many 

nationalities to play in the same orchestra without having the same mother tongue. In recent 

times other languages have emerged: the abbreviations and emoticons we use when 

electronically chatting with friends have their own consistent set of rules and form the languages 

of social media.  

 

Languages provide a method of efficiently transferring information between groups of 

individuals: the language of mathematics allows unambiguous communication between 

mathematicians; a musical score communicates types of sound to musicians; hashtags 

communicate topics of interest between twitter users. 

 

Task Summary: think about a group of people you communicate with and think about the 

language that makes this possible. You might take an example from your classes (for example 

the language of chemical formulae or a programming language) or from your social life 

(perhaps your sports team communicates with a special code during matches? Or perhaps you 

use particular words and phrases with your friends and family that are special to you?). In no 

more than 2000 words describe the important properties of your chosen language. 
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Some aspects you could think about might include: 

• Are there any special symbols or words in your language? What do they communicate? In 

what scenarios do they occur? Are there any interesting elements of structure to the 

language? Is it always written/spoken in the same order? Is there a set of rules that define 

how the language appears? 

• How do elements of the language combine to give deeper meaning? For instance, the tweet 

Loved the Avengers on Saturday! #BestFilmEver communicates a completely different 

meaning to the sarcastic tweet Loved The Avengers on Saturday! #ShouldHaveStayedHome, 

even though most of the words in the two tweets are the same.  

• If your chosen language is spoken or consists only of sounds how does variation in the 

sound contribute to meaning? Are there rules about how the sounds can be put together? 

• Is there more than one way of expressing the same thing in the language? If so, how does 

the user choose between them? 

• Is the language ever ambiguous? Can you say or write something that is misunderstood by 

those interpreting you? 

• Are there aspects to the language that make it a particularly efficient way to communicate? 

• Does your language contain non-written or non-verbal aspects such as gestures? 

 

You do not need to address every item above; they are just pointers to get you thinking. Discuss 

the details that make your chosen language unique to the group of people who use it. Your 

report needn't take the form of a traditional essay but should be coherent to the reader so that 

they learn important details about your chosen language in a structured way. Examples are 

welcome to illustrate the points made. 

 

Please submit your entry/report in electronic form (as a PDF) 

to schoolsprizes@cai.cam.ac.uk. Entries should arrive by the deadline of Friday 26 May 

2017. 

 

Please do not put your name or your school’s name on your entry/report, but instead 

complete a cover sheet (Word) (PDF). This completed coversheet must be sent with your 

submission.  

 

All candidates will be notified with the results of the competition by mid-July 2017. 
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